



Attention - Name Game


Touch -  Offer your hand or fist directly in front of your dogs nose. When they touch it give 
them a treat. Do this several times until your dog is consistent then add the verbal cue “Touch.” 
Gradually start moving away increasing the distance slowly. Doing a distance touch is also a fun 
way to have y our dog come to you.  
Sit -  Step 1.Have a treat in your hand and get your dog’s attention.  
Step 2.With the dog’s nose touching the treat, bring your hand backward in a straight line over 
the dog’s head towards his tail.  As the head goes up the rear goes down. When the dog’s rear is 
on the ground treat and! Once you have done this a few times and shown them what you want, 
put the verbal cue “SIT” with the action. 
Down - Step 1. With your dog in a sitting position in front of you.  
Step 2.With a treat, start at your dog’s nose going straight down to the toes and slowly out in an 
“L” shape. Keeping the treat at the nose and bringing slowly out as the dog lies down. Treat.


Loose Leash Walking   
Step 1.With a toy or treat in hand at your dog’s nose move forward.

Step 2.  As your dog starts to follow, treat and praise when they are looking at you 
or by your side. If your dog pulls ahead, STOP as soon as your dog looks at you, or 
there is slack in the leash, treat. If you need to, back up a few steps to get your 
dog to follow, when the leash is loose treat and move forward. If your dog gets 
ahead of you quickly turn and go the other way. They will soon start to pay more 
attention to where you are. Stop often, this way your dog learns to watch you. You 
will start to see results as your dog pays attention to you instead of everything 
go ing on around him. Remember to reward every time they look at you! A big part 
of leadership is controlling the pace of the walk. A dog that is out of control is 
unpleasant to take for a walk ends up not go ing out at all. 


Homework

Homework for this week: Name Game. Practice touch in the house. Practice in different parts of 
the house. Practice sits and downs in different areas of the house. Remember dogs do not 
generalize well, so just because they know it in the kitchen doesn’t make it the same at the front 
door or in the back yard. Be consistent with your leash walking. It can be helpful to use a no pull 
device like a Wonder Walk Halter or Head Halter. If you have questions or need help fitting ask 
and we can help.

Doing several short training session 5-10 minutes a day works the best. 

Remember training is about being patient, consistent, and having fun! 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Stay 
1. Ask your dog to sit. 

2. Hold your hand w ith fingers po int ing upward in front of your dog’s nose and say stay. 
Start w ith a few seconds and then build up the duration gradually. 

3. Say your chosen release word.( All done, free release, or go are some examples) Your 
dog can now move from the stay. Do step 1 for a down stay then repeat step 2 & 3. 

What it ’s goo d for ?

Keep your dog from ir r itating guests, keep them in a safe place when needed, 
use when prepar ing their dinner. 

Jumping

1 . Approach your dog and say hello. Ignore or turn your back unti l they sit.  Do 
not tell them to sit, just let them train themselves. 

2. The instant they sit, praise and treat.  If they get up again, ignore until they 
sit, then treat! 
  

Mat

1. Place mat, bed or towel on the floor. The second your dog shows and interest (looking, sniffing 
or stepping on it, mark and put a treat on the mat.

2.As long as your dog is interacting with the mat keep marking and putting treats on it. Reward 
any behavior at first. To get them to lay down, they get a higher value treat. All other things get 
the lesser. If your dog gives you downs, give them multiple times.

3.Once your dog is offering a down, reward in position, then give a release cue. Walk or call him 
off the mat.

4. The second your dog leaves the mat  treating ends. Wait patiently. Most dogs will go back to 
the mat, as soon as they do throw treats on the mat.You can reward anything, but down gets the 
highest reward. Release and step away from the mat. We want our dogs to know that the 
behavior of returning to the mat gets them the reward! 
 5. Once your dog is committed to being on the mat you can start increasing the time between 
rewards. If they leave before your give the release pick up the mat and wait for a minute and 
then give them another chance.


Homework for this week:  
Name Game. Practice touch in the house. Practice in different parts of the house. Practice sits 
and downs in different areas of the house. Remember dogs do not generalize well, so just because 
they know it in the kitchen doesn’t make it the same at the front door or in the back yard. Be 
consistent with your leash walking. It can be helpful to use a no pull device like a Wonder Walk 
Halter or Head Halter. If you have questions or need help fitting ask and we can help.

Doing several short training session 5-10 minutes a day works the best. 

Remember training is about being patient, consistent, and having fun! 



Week 3


Longer Stay and Distance Stay

You have been practicing “stay” at home, but remember, the distractions at class are more difficult 
for them. 

Start with a  3 second stay, then slowly increase the time to 5 seconds, then 10 seconds. Make 
sure that your dog holds until you have given the release word before moving.Then use your 
release word.


Leave-it 

Step 1.Start with your dog on a leash. (Hold onto the leash an arms length from your dog’s collar

Step 2. Have two treats in your hand. Throw one treat on the floor out of the dog’s reach. 
Say“Leave-it”Once your dog has completely turned away from the treat on the floor and focused 
on you, reward with the second treat.

What it’s good for: 
Keep your dog from chasing the cat, or another dog.  
Prevent them from getting in the garbage or picking up something off the floor or the street 
that could be harmful to them.


Walking Wait and at the Door

The concept means “no forward motion” to the dog. This is different from stay. 

Step 1. Start with your dog on a leash. Take them to a door that they are excited about passing 
through, say “Wait” 

Step 2. Open the door slowly. Only open the door an inch or two. If your dog starts to move 
forward close the door quickly.                                                      

Step 3. Open it again and do the same thing. As long as they are not moving forward you can 
open the door a little more.  Each time they move forward close the door. If they wait and are 
not

trying to exit you can open the door all the way.

Step 4. Say “OK” and let them go through.

 The reward is going out the door!     


What this is good for:

Prevent from running out the front door, gates, or stepping off the curb. Keep our dogs safe.

Can be practiced coming out of the crate for good impulse control. 


Homework for this week: Increase duration to 15-30 seconds starting first in a quiet area.

Gradually move 1 step at a time away and quickly move back.

Wait at doors, street corners, getting out of the car. Practice  Leave-its first in doors with 
low value items before moving outside. 

Touch and come indoors and outside.

Focused walking in low distraction areas outdoors 



Week 4


Why do our dogs pull?

Our dogs pull because we accidentally trained them to. It is a very rewarding behavior for 
them. When our dogs get to move forward on a tight leash to say hello to another dog or 
person, they are getting what they want. 

Every time they pull, stop. Be like a tree!  You can also do an about turn. Once they are 
at your side reward with a treat. 

Pulling will no longer be effective for getting what they want.


Heel 
Use the hand closest to the dog to keep them focused on you and to give direction. 
This will be your “Guide Hand.” Use your “Guide Hand” to (lead, move ahead) your dog 
with a treat or toy in your hand

Step 2. Say Heel and start walking forward. Your dog will follow the treat or toy. 

Remember to keep the “Guide Hand” off the leash. (It can be helpful to attach the leash 
to your belt or around your waist to keep from pulling or jerking your dog).

Step 3. Position your dog with their heads at knee height and slightly a head. This is the 
position that they should maintain until you release.  o


Timing is everything

If we reward our dogs ever y time they look at us or when the leash is loose, they will 
start to pay much more attention to us. This keeps them from pulling us down the street! 
Give verbal reinforcement when they are doing it correctly. Keep the pace of the walk 
steady.


Homework

Start using “Come” in more difficult situations. Remember we do not repeat the command. 
Using a long line can be helpful in reinforcing a reliable recall. Always have your dog come 
all the way to you. Don’t forget your “collar grabs.” Practice stay sit/down with the 3 D”S. 
Distance, duration, and distraction. Use Wait at street corners and going through the door.  
Start to use Leave-it on you walks. 



 
Week 5


Ways to change your dog’s behavior


Use a command instead of “NO”.  Think of what behavior you would rather have your dog do 
instead and use that command. For example when your dog is chasing the cat say “Leave-it”. 
When they are running away with your shoe say Drop-it. Remember our dogs have a hard time 
knowing how to act appropriately if we do not teach them what we want!


Teach a trade


Tug/Give rules:   


1.Toy is yours 


2. Play starts on cue 
 
3. Give/drop on cue 
 
4.Teeth on had game over.


Offer your dog a toy. When they have it in their mouth offer a yummy treat to the nose and wait 
for them to drop the toy for the treat. They resume play again. Your dog then gets 2 rewards for 
doing the exchange.


It’s ok if your dog ends up with the toy occasionally! When done put the toy away til the next 
time.


This is a game of cooperation between you and your dog. It shows then they give something to 
get something in return






Nothing For Free 


A training strategy that uses everyday situations to reward good manners and practice obedience 
without setting aside hours of special practice time. 
Applying the principle of “Nothing For Free” is simple. Whatever your dog wants, he has to work 
for. From now on, doors are not opened willy-nilly; balls are not simply thrown. For those, and 
countless other privileges, ask your dog to say please by sitting, doing a down, spinning or 
performing whatever trick he knows. 


With this strategy, you and your dog both win. You get a well-trained, polite dog and he gets 
what he wants (his belly rubbed, his leash taken off at the park). What’s more, you have laid the 
foundation for an enjoyable relationship for a lifetime. 


How to use it: 


Step 1. Make a list of all the things your dog wants and enjoys. 


Step 2. See them all as training opportunities and ask your dog for an obedience behavior or 
trick you want strengthened. 


Step 3. Give him what he wants as a reward for that behavior.  
 
Step 4. Repeat, every day, everywhere. 


When to use it: 


Before throwing a ball, Frisbee, rope-toy, etc. Before giving him a toy. 
Before putting the food bowl down. 
Before handing over a treat. 


Before opening a door. 
Before putting on a leash to go for a walk. 
Before taking off a leash at the park or beach. Before dishing out a belly rub or good ear 
scratch. Before hopping into or out of the car. 
Before allowing your dog onto the couch with you. 


Training Tip: Be patient. Practicing commands in new situations can be a challenge. For 
instance, a sit at the door when your dog is eager to get out for a walk is harder than a sit 
in front of you. 



Training Behaviors


Attention - Name Game- Say your dog’s name and treat when they make eye contact.  
Touch - Offer your hand or fist directly in front of your dogs nose. When they touch it give them 
a treat from the opposite hand. Do this several times until your dog is consistent then add the 
verbal cue “Touch.”Once your dog is touching well, you can begin to move your hand a little 
farther away to make it more challenging.  
Sit - Step 1.Have a treat in your hand and get your dog’s attention. Step 2.With the dog’s nose 
touching the treat, bring your hand backward over the dog’s head towards his tail. As the head 
goes up the rear should hit the floor. Treat. Do this step several times so your dog is doing is 
readily. 
 Step 3 Add the verbal cue “SIT”.  

Down - Step 1. Start with your dog in a sitting position in front of you. Step 2.With a treat in 
your hand starting at your dog’s nose drawn a straight line down to the toes and hold. Let your 
dog sample the treat as you bring it between the toes and hold until the elbows hit the floor. 
Give the treat.  

Loose Leash Walking - Step 1.Start walking forward with slack in your leash. 
Step 2. As your dog starts to follow, treat when they are looking at you or by your side. If your 
dog pulls ahead, STOP as soon as your dog looks at you, or there is slack in the leash, treat. If 
you need to, back up a few steps to get your dog to follow, when the leash is loose treat and 
move forward. If your dog gets ahead of you quickly turn and go the other way. They will soon 
start to pay more attention to where you are. Stop often, this way your dog learns to watch you. 
Start in a quiet area or at home first. Then gradually move outside to a more distracted location. 

 Stay 
Sit Step 1.Ask your dog to sit and treat quickly several times. 
Step 2. Say your release word and encourage them to move from the sit. Do this several times 
until they are calmly remaining in the sit position until the release. 
Step 3. Add the verbal cue “Stay”. Hold briefly then release with your cue.Gradually increase the 
duration. 

Down For down stay repeat the same steps for sit. 






Jumping Up - Default sit.  
Step 1.Anytime your dog approaches you wait for them to sit then treat. If they start to jump 
turn your back /ignore and wait for them to sit. Do not tell them to sit, just let them train 
themselves. 
Step 2. The instant they sit, treat. If they get up again, ignore until they sit, then treat!  

If needed you can use a tether to prevent them from following you. 
  
Mat  
Step 1. Place mat on the floor. While on leash move your dog towards the mat until they step on 
it and toss several treats on the mat. At first you can start by catching even one foot stepping on 
the mat. 
2. As long as your dog is remaining on the mat continue tossing treats on it. 
Step 3.Say your release cue and move your dog off the mat. You may need to lure them at first 
to encourage them to step off. 


When your dog sits or lays down they get a higher value treat. All other things get the lesser.  
 When your dog first offers a down give a bonus! 


Focused Walking  
Step 1.Start with a treat in your hand and move forward. Your dog’s attention should be on the 
lure in your hand. Take several steps forward. Then release with your release cue. 
Step 2. Repeat step 1. Do this until you can take many steps ahead without loosing your dogs 
attention.  

Remember to give verbal cues only once. 


Leave-it  
Step 1.Start with a treat in one hand with a closed fist. Offer to your dog and wait until they 
take their nose off that hand then treat from your opposite hand. Do this several times until 
they are readily moving away from the hand with the treat. 
Step 2. Once your dog is doing this easily add the verbal cue “Leave it”  
Step 3. Offer your open hand with treats. If your dog goes for the hand quickly close your fist. 
Repeat this until your dog moves away from your open hand with the food. Once they are doing 
this easily add the verbal cue “Leave it”. 







Walking Wait  
Step 1. Start with your dog on a leash and move forward. Stop and treat your dog for standing at 
your side. Say your release cue and move forward. Repeat this step several times until your dog 
is stoping easily at your side. 

 Wait at the door  
Step 1.Start with your dog on a leash. Take them to a door that they are excited about passing 
through, say “Wait” 
Step 2. Open the door slowly. Only open the door an inch or two. If your dog starts to move 
forward close the door quickly. 
 Step 3. Open it again and do the same thing. As long as they are not moving forward you can 
open the door a little more. Each time they move forward close the door. If they are not trying 
to exit you can open the door all the way. 
Step 4. Say “OK” and let them go through.  

Heel  
Step 1. Use the hand closest to the dog to keep them focused on you and to give direction. This 
will be your “Guide Hand.” Use your “Guide Hand” to (lead, move ahead) your dog with a treat or 
toy in your hand 
Step 2. Say Heel and start walking forward. Your dog will follow the treat or toy. 
Remember to keep the “Guide Hand” off the leash. 
Step 3. Use your release cue when your are finished with heel.  
Position your dog with their heads at knee height and slightly ahead. This is the position that 
they should maintain until you release. 




Tracking Your Training Progress:
               Baby Steps to Success

Paws4training 
206-601-0516 
Studio located at 4015 Stone Way N.
www.paws4training.com

Treat every correct 
response

Variable schedule
be unpredictable 

like a slot machine

Add in life 
rewards like play 

or walks

Practice in house 
with no distractions

1 2 3

In the house with 
distractions

4 5 6

In the yard 7 8 9

Out in public 10 11 12

Whatever you are working on, you can use the same formula to work with 
treats. This chart will help you track the sequence of your training process. 
Make a copy of each behavior you are working on.








